
 

 

 

 

  

“The opposite of love is not hate, it is indifference.” 
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Good morning/evening.  In the past weeks, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and 

Saturn aligned in the morning dawn.  In a similar way, our readings today share an 

alignment and truth of their own.  Our scripture is a collection of stories telling of 

God breathing life into the world.  It is the Divine Breath that sustains us.   The 

Psalmist writes, “Your words Lord are Spirit and life.” Psalm 19 There is comfort 

looking to the dawn and seeing a planetary alignment.  It is an assurance of a 

greater power and authority having set all things in motion. “For in him were 

created all things in heaven and on earth, the visible and invisible.” Col 1:15 

 

We want the best for our children.  We want them to enjoy a life beyond ours, 

touched by love, and hopefully, the knowledge of a far greater love.   

 

I attended a 4th of July Parade in Ada that wound its way past the downtown park. 

After the parade, children covered the park playground equipment like ants on 

sugar.  The scene was idyllic and peaceful.  Dogs ran in circles wrapping leashes 

around unsuspecting legs.  I found myself enjoying the shouts and laughter of the 

children my grandson among them. Seniors sheltered under the shade of maples 

and oak. There were vendor smells of hot dogs and caramelized barbecue.  There 

was a whiff of cotton candy on the summer breeze.  Every child has the right to 

run, jump and just be a child.  It was a Norman Rockwell morning. 

 

In disbelief, I learned of the Chicago rooftop shooter who fired into the parade 

below. Like many, I struggle to understand how we got here.  Those killed, injured, 

and traumatized have our prayer.  There was an article in the New York Times that 

explored shooter motivation.  It ties directly to today’s Gospel.   The premise of the 

article was a quote by Elie Wiesel, Holocaust survivor, American author, and 

Nobel laureate.  He wrote, “The opposite of love is not hate, it is indifference.”   



Some are loners or, as the article suggests, poor joiners.  Unable to join and engage 

socially, some see themselves as invisible in a world of indifference.  They find the 

world at fault and act out in the most horrendous way.  They want to be recognized 

and make a name for themselves.    

 

“The opposite of love is not hate, it is indifference.”  We are social beings.  It is 

painful to ‘not belong’ or to be ‘outside the group’.  So, there is a counting of 

‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’ on social media to determine if we are in or out.  Lacking 

genuine human interaction, even our ‘likes’ eventually fail to satisfy our thirst to 

belong; to be community; to be loved.  So strong is the desire to belong that many 

forgo critical reflection as to their group’s purpose and agenda.   

 

The Gospel that we heard today challenges tribal and group thinking by asking the 

question, “Who is my neighbor?”  Sharing the story of the Good Samaritan, Jesus 

points out the indifference of the priest and Levite.  How many feel invisible in the 

classroom, workplace, and life?  How many come to St Toms simply hoping to be 

seen?  Intentionally or not, have we walked past those emotionally hurting at the 

roadside?  The prescription we hear in today’s Gospel, is to love God and 

neighbor.  Jesus asked the scholar of the law to be merciful and compassionate. He 

asks us to “Go and do likewise.”  

 

We are asked to reach beyond our group identity with an inclusive mercy not 

indifference and exclusion.   

  



We gather each week to celebrate God with us.  The gift of the Eucharistic meal is 

receiving Christ who knows and loves us without condition.  No matter what I 

have brought to the table in my 70 years, the gift of unconditional love never 

changes.  Sometimes we just need an embrace and to hear that we are family.  

Christ is never indifferent to our needs.  In Christ we are loved and transformed. 

 

I have come to think of the Eucharistic meal as several courses. The bread 

consecrated today by this community is the appetizer over which Christ prays, 

“See me, know me in this meal.  Now go out into the world, beyond the comfort of 

your group, and know me in creation, family, and each person you encounter. May 

your compassion open your heart to the care of your neighbor.”  The main course 

of this meal is the love and service we give to one another.  Our dessert is the 

richness of Christ’s presence in that service. 

 

Allow me to close with a reflection from Sr. Maxine Shonk, OP. 

 

“May the God of Diversity be with you. From east, west, north, and south may 

you know God in every color and stripe. May this God instill in you a profound 

respect for differences in persons and their potential for revealing the true depth 

and richness of God's creation. May your inclusiveness gather true community 

around you. May the God of Diversity, the God of inclusion, bless you.”  

 

Amen, my friends.  Amen. 
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I welcome your questions and comments.  My email is fsila@sttomskazoo.org.  

 

 

 


